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Watershed Connections

Activities Outline:
Activity 1 � The First Peoples of the Watershed
Activity 2 � Rain Writing Rivers
Activity 3 � Impacting our Watersheds: Focus on the Fraser River

Subjects/Grades:
English 8 & 11
Social Studies 8, 9, 10 & 11
Resource Sciences 11
BC First Nations Studies 12
Geography 12

Notes for the Teacher

MODULE 2 Watersheds and Culture

SUBJECT AREA CURRICULUM ORGANIZER ACTIVITY

ENGLISH 8 Comprehend and Respond (Comprehension) ____________________ Activity 2
Communicate Ideas and Information (Composing and Creating) _____ Activity 2
Communicate Ideas and Information (Presenting and Valuing) ______ Activity 2

ENGLISH 11 Comprehend and Respond (Strategies and Skills) _________________ Activity 2
Comprehend and Respond (Comprehension) ____________________ Activity 2

SOCIAL STUDIES 8 Applications of Social Studies __________________________________ Activity 3
Society and Culture: Civilizations from 500 to 1600 _______________ Activity 1
Environment: Civilizations from 500 to 1600 _____________________ Activities 1, 2 and 3

SOCIAL STUDIES 9 Applications of Social Studies __________________________________ Activities 1 and 3
Society and Culture: Europe and North America from 1500 to 1815 _ Activity 2
Environment: Europe and North America from 1500 to 1815 _______ Activity 1

SOCIAL STUDIES 10 Environment: Canada from 1815 to 1914________________________ Activity 3

SOCIAL STUDIES 11 Cultural Issues _______________________________________________ Activity 2
Environmental Issues _________________________________________ Activity 3

RESOURCE SCIENCES 11 Forests and Society ___________________________________________ Activity 1
Plants ______________________________________________________ Activity 1
Trees _______________________________________________________ Activity 1

BC FIRST NATIONS 12 Land and Relationships I ______________________________________ Activity 1

GEOGRAPHY 12 The Nature of Geography (Systems) _____________________________ Activities 1 and 3
Resources of the Earth (Sustainability of Resources) ________________ Activity 3

PRESCRIBED LEARNING OUTCOMES
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Introduction

W hile human activity in watersheds certainly continues to
have very real effects on the ecology of those watersheds,
it is also true that watersheds affect humans. Over the ages

watersheds have drawn us to them for various reasons, such as the
promise of abundant fish or trees, or the possibility of getting rich
quick by finding gold. Watersheds and human culture have a give-and-
take relationship, each changing because of the other�s influence. In
B.C., human culture has been around for 10,000 to 14,000 years
(since the last great glaciers began to disappear). Since then, watershed
impressions on humans and human impressions on watersheds have
never ceased.

Whether First Nations or former-European, whether searching for gold
or cutting down trees for timber to build houses and hotels, human
culture has made a definite imprint on B.C.�s watersheds. We, in turn,
have been greatly affected by the sheer beauty and awesome nature of
the most biologically diverse watersheds in all of Canada. The land has
helped shape who we are and how we relate to the world. This is
partly reflected in our art � drawing, theatre, writing, poetry, music,
etc. The activities in Module 2, Watersheds and Culture, will get you
pondering the imprint that watersheds have made on human culture
�  and vice versa!
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TIME

2 to 3 one-hour class sessions +

homework and research time

MATERIALS

� Plant field identification guidebooks

� Ethnobotany books
� First Nations map of British Columbia

(see opposite page)

First of all...
People around the world have been living in watersheds for many
thousands of years. Here in British Columbia, we know by
archaeological records of settlements that humans showed up 10,000
to 14,000 years ago, just after the last great ice age retreated and
created the current watersheds. (How First Nations people got here is a
matter of debate. While most scientists believe that they crossed the
land bridge from Asia, many First Nations people believe they have
been here since the beginning of time). First Nations people living in
what is now called British Columbia had thousands of years of testing
and learning and came to know many useful things about how to live
in watersheds and how to make good use of the plant materials found
there. Indeed, First Nations people were experts at using plants to
sustain their daily lives, not only for food and medicine, but for
technological and artistic purposes, too.

Through ethnobotany we can see that many important food stuffs,
technologies and medicines came from plants, including plants that
grow in riparian zones. Riparian zones are special in a watershed,
because they are areas specifically adjacent to water bodies or
wetlands. Within what were to become the boundaries of British
Columbia, plant products were used more technologically than animal
products, except in the northern interior, where plant diversity is
significantly lower than in the rest of the province.

In this activity you will become somewhat of an expert on one plant
and contribute towards a class project, a valuable ethnobotanical
resource book.

Activity 1: The First Peoples of the Watershed

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

In this activity you will:

� Describe the importance of the native

plants to First Nations groups in B.C.

� Write about one plant in particular,
and explain how the plant was used by

First Nations peoples for technological,

nutritional, ritualistic and/or medicinal
purposes

� State which First Nations group(s)

live(s) in your areas of study
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In British Columbia, where the
winters are long and cold, where
most foods must be cooked to make
them palatable, where waterproof
clothing and water-tight shelters are
indispensable, where the most
efficient means of transportation in
the early days was by water, where
the native hunting/fishing/gathering
economy required a myriad of special
tools, and where metal of any type
was relatively rare and pottery
virtually unheard of, plant materials
were not only useful but absolutely
essential to survival.

�NANCY J. TURNER

Plants in British Columbia Technology

Key Words

Aboriginal: existing from the beginning or from earliest days:
the first people to live in a place.

Ethnobotany: the study of the relationships between native
plants and aboriginal people. Ethnobotanists study how plants
were used for technology, food, medicines, art and other
disciplines.

Riparian zone: land adjacent to water bodies or wetlands.

Wetlands: ecosystems dominated by water-loving plants and
having wet or saturated soils.
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western yew

Activity Description
1. Research! Find a definition for ethnobotany. Can you think of any

plants that you might use now for medicinal, technological, cultural
or food purposes? List as many as you can think of.

2. Review! Read about the biogeoclimatic zones of British Columbia
(pages 21 and 23). Chose one region and research a key species
that lives there. For example, you might decide to investigate the
Coastal Douglas-fir Zone, and learn that blue camas, an important
ethnobotanical plant for B.C.�s First Nations, grows there. Blue
camas could be the plant you decide to research. Try to find a plant
that lives in a riparian zone, if you can.

3. Write! Write a short paper on the ethnobotany of the key plant that
you selected. You will likely need to consult published references
and include drawings. Follow the basic framework shown on page
33. This could include: the First Nation that lived in the area where
the plant was found, the plant name (both common and scientific),
its botanical description (e.g. size, type � tree, shrub or herb �
and general plant description), where it grows, what its foods are, its
technological, medicinal and/or artistic/ritual uses, and any other
notes you may want to add.

4. Publish! As a class, compile and print a book about watershed
ethnobotany, using each student�s individual ethnobotanical papers.
This final product could be printed, spiral-bound, and made
available for you, other students, parents, and anyone else
interested in ethnobotany! Alternatively, make a poster display that
depicts the ethnobotanical importance of your species.

Extension Ideas
1. Have a local First Nations guest visit the class to discuss the history

and ethnobotanical uses of plants in your area. Prepare to ask the
guest some good questions about the traditional way of life and
how the guest�s Nation regarded the watershed � or even if the
group had different words for �watershed�, �wetlands�, and
�riparian zone�.

2. Go on a field trip to witness first-hand some of the plants that have
been described. Choose a location that includes a number of
different habitats so that a wide variety of plants may be found. If
you can manage to arrange to have a First Nations person
accompany the field trip, this would be a big bonus!
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lodgepole pine

Ethnobotanical Uses

The cedar tree is nicknamed the �tree

of life� by the First  Nations people of

B.C. It has many technological and

spiritual uses. The wood is used to

make canoes, totem poles, baskets,

clothing, dishes, ceremonial drums,

fishing floats, fish weirs, spirit whistles,

paddles, harpoon shafts, cradles and

masks. It is held in the highest

respect by all Northwest

Coast people for

its healing and

spiritual powers.

Western  redcedar

Western redcedar (Thuja plicata)

Botanical description

The Western redcedar is a large tree,

up to 60 metres tall, with drooping

top and branches, and long stringy

bark, grayish-brown in color. The

leaves are scale-like, looking like a

flattened braid, glossy and yellowish-

green in colour. The cones are tiny

(one centimetre), green when

immature, and brown and woody

when mature. Cedar wood

is very aromatic!

Where is it found?

Cedar grows mostly in

moist to wet soils,

usually in shaded forests. It grows

in the Coastal Douglas-fir and the

Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic

zones.
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First of all...
Assessing poetry is a challenge. The proper use of English can be a good
guideline for the teacher, as can adherence to poetic styles, but poetic
licence ought also be allowed. Robert Frost called poetry �the kind of
thing poets write.� When asked, �What is jazz?� Louis Armstrong
replied, �if you gotta ask, you�ll never know.� The same might be said
of poetry.

British Columbia is rich with poets, authors and other artists who sing,
sculpt, write or paint about the natural history of our province. Many
literary artists have gained inspiration from the out-of-doors, whether
from the landscape itself, the plants and animals that live within the
natural world, or even the interaction between humans and the
environment itself.

Are you a budding poet? Invoke the muse, if possible, by taking a
deliberate walk in the pouring rain. Or along a surging river, or by a
small, singing stream. Or spend some time outside at night. Or... (fill in
your own blank). Poetry springs partly from the ability to describe a
direct experience, which necessitates having a conscious, almost
meditative experience of nature. In this activity you might just discover
the inner poet in yourself!

Activity 2: Rain Writing Rivers

TIME

1 to 2 hours + research homework

Key Words

Expression: putting into words or representing in language.

Haiku: a Japanese verse form of three unrhymed lines of 5, 7,
and 5 syllables respectively (total: 17 syllables), usually on some
subject of nature.

Muse: the spirit that is thought to inspire a poet or other artist
� a source of genius or inspiration.

Poem: an arrangement of words, written or spoken. Poems are
traditionally rhythmical compositions, sometimes rhymed,
expressing experiences, ideas or emotions in a style more
concentrated, imaginative, and powerful than that of ordinary
speech or prose.

Poetry: the art and language of poems.

Prose: the ordinary form of written or spoken language. Speech
or writing that is not poetry.

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

In this activity you will:

� Read and appreciate a nature poem
� Read and appreciate a descriptive, prose

piece about nature

� Express yourself about water or
watersheds, using haiku or other poetic

styles

MATERIALS

� Library, access to Internet

� Pen and paper

� Examples of poetry with a nature focus
� Haiku examples
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A gentle rain is misting down.
Sweet smells are running up and down
the earth kissing every nose.
Some noses don�t heed, some do.
Flower heads hang heavy,
drunk with pure water.

�EMILY CARR

Haiku Examples

One form of poetry is haiku. Haiku is a
traditional poetic expression of nature,

but even more, it tends to hold the view that
the poet and nature are not separate. Haiku is
a simple and true expression of the poet�s
direct experience of nature, in which the
observer confines the poem to what can be
seen, heard, smelled, tasted or touched.

Dusk over the lake,
a turtle�s head emerges
then silently sinks
�VIRGIL HUTTON

Deep within the stream
the huge fish lies motionless
facing the current
�J.W. HACKETT

November evening �
raindrops blow from the pine
into the mist
�JOE NUTT

In the old stone pool
a frogjump:
splishhhh
�BASHO

Heat-lightning streak�
through darkness pierces
the heron�s shriek
�BASHO

Haiku Anthology, ed. Cor van den Heuvel
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Skookumchuck

Reprieved for a merciful moment
from repetitive conversation
in the ramshackle evening bunkhouse,
I watch the alders move like great gray reeds
to a wrinkling wind
below the ruined watersheds wrung slopes
where new roads snake past the snowline
and the black amputated claws
of charred stumps
grip dirt in the scarcountry
I have stumbled back to the woods
after drunken years of absence
driven again by several needs �
found my way to this woebegone place
of weatherbattered buildings
where a disused landing barge
landed forever
rusts in the bushes
like all my hamstrung dreams

Sing a song of recompense �
noisy joshing suppertimes
in a cookhouse with a broken guthammer

Sing a song of necessity
in this ancient logging camp
by the tidal rapids called Skookumchuck
which means Strong Water
and must be drunk
beyond bottles.

� Peter Trower,(BC Poet)
Chainsaws in The Cathedral:
Collected Woods Poems
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Activity Description
1. Research poetry and/or short stories that make reference to

watersheds or nature in general. Use appropriate vehicles such as
the library or Internet to help you. Try to find poems written by
British Columbian or Canadian poets and authors (e.g. Peter
Trower, P.K. Page, Al Purdy, Lorna Crozier, Jan Zwicky, Emily Carr,
Earle Birney, Patrick Lane, Dorothy Livesay, Jim Christy, etc.).
Watersheds are a huge topic, and many nature poems can be
connected to watersheds, but you ought to be able to iterate that
connection for yourself and for the class. If possible, try to find
writings by an author who has written from a conservationist
perspective! How have they done so? Did their efforts result in any
environmental change?

2. Bring one poem to read aloud to the class. Say what you like about
the poem and how you see it relating to watersheds.

3. Write! Write two or three haiku if you wish, or if you prefer another
type of poem along the lines of Skookumchuck by Peter Trower, that
would be fine, too. If you choose to write haiku, use the 5/7/5
syllables as a guideline rather than a strict rule. (As you can see by
some of the examples provided, even the masters didn�t always
stick to tradition.) Try this one time, or do it over a series of classes,
say, in the last 15-20 minutes of one class per week.

4. Present! Hold an art show or poetry display. Research and find a
local newspaper or literary contest, then submit your artistic
creation!

Extension Idea
1. Make a painting, sculpture or collage or write a story based on your

impressions of how a watershed would look before human activity
and how it might look after human activity. Choose whatever
medium you wish to depict your �Before� and �After� scenes. The
�Before� might have intact habitats and high biodiversity and/or it
might have minimal or sustainable human activity. It could possibly
depict unfettered nutrient cycles  (see Module 1, Activity 2,
Watershed Cycles, for more information). The �After� scenario in
your artwork could show unsustainable activities such as clear-cut
logging or massive urban development.

2. Consider depicting how the two scenes (pre- and post-impact) are
resolved, with sustainable development taking place so that nature
is allowed to thrive (this could include bike paths instead of cars,
smaller houses and less pavement, selective logging, etc.).
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Activity 3: Impacting our Watersheds:
Focus on the Fraser River

ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES

In this activity you will:

� Describe three ways (among many)
that former-European and modern

cultures have had an effect on British

Columbia watersheds
� Describe three ways that former-

European and modern cultures have

had an effect on First Nations� culture
in B.C.

� Delineate the Fraser River watershed

on a map of British Columbia

First of all...
The Fraser River is one of planet Earth�s largest rivers. The Fraser and its
tributaries are the lifeblood of British Columbia. The Fraser River
watershed (called the Fraser Rivershed) is home to most of B.C.�s
salmon and two-thirds of the province�s human population. It has
proven to be a very popular place for former-European human culture
to make its home, mostly because of its resource richness.

When the first former-European humans began settling the Fraser
Rivershed, they found a seemingly endless supply of trees, fish and
other natural resources. However, the relentless growth in recent times
has resulted in residential development, urban and industrial runoff,
and large-scale agriculture, logging, and mining. The Fraser Rivershed
has experienced loss of wetland and stream habitat, disappearing
salmon runs, decreasing biodiversity and increasing silt and toxin levels.
The very resources that enticed modern culture to settle along the
Fraser are disappearing quickly.

TIME

Part I: Two one-hour sessions, plus

research time

Part II: Two one-hour sessions, plus
research time

Total: 4 hours +

MATERIALS
� Photocopied map of British Columbia

with the Fraser River on it
� Highlighter pen

� Map of First Nations in B.C.

(see page 31)
� Props such as clothing, backdrops, etc.

for skits
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Soon our banner will be streaming,
Soon our eagle will be screaming,
And the lion�see it cower,
Hurrah, boys, the river�s ours.

�WILLARD E. IRELAND

Although First Nations people also had impacts on the environment,
many groups lived in the Fraser Rivershed for many thousands of
years, and their population growth and environmental impact was
minimal. Modern cultures, on the other hand, have grown and
consumed so quickly that many of the rivershed�s natural resources
are now considered to be in danger. In addition, the ancient cultures
of First Nations peoples have been altered due to contact with
modern cultures.

What can we, as concerned students of the environment, learn from
past mistakes? Is it possible to use our observations of environmental
degradation, resource depletion and cultural impact in order to
change how we live so that we can have what we need without
compromising the ability of future generations to get what they
need?

Key Words

Biogeoclimatic zone: a landscape region which is generally
characterized by certain biological, geological and climatological
attributes. There are 12 in B.C.

Culture: the ideas, customs, skills, arts, etc. of a given people in
a given period.

Headwaters: upstream region within a watershed; higher
elevation source for rivers; the source of a stream.

Outflow: downstream end of a river where it empties into the
ocean or a lake.

Rivershed: like a watershed, it drains from the highest points of
land into a common system of rivers, streams, creeks, lakes, bogs
and wetlands, feeding a single, larger waterway.

Sustainable development: the ability to meet the needs of the
present generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.

Tributary: a river or stream which contributes its water to a main
river by discharging it into the latter, from either side, and at any
point along its course.

Wetlands: ecosystems dominated by water-loving plants and
having wet or saturated soils, such as bog, swamp, slough, pond
or marsh.
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Activity Description
PART I:

1. Try to trace the path of the Fraser River from its headwaters to its
outflow. How many tributaries can you find? Use a highlighter pen
and a photocopy of a map of British Columbia which shows the
Fraser River on it. Try to delineate the various parts of a watershed:
headwaters, boundaries, tributaries, estuaries, lakes, ponds, riparian
zones, and forests.

2. Review the facts in Fast Facts: The Fraser Rivershed (left). Can you
think of any other import roles or functions that the rivershed might
fulfill?

3. In small groups  of three or four choose a topic (or topics) from the
issues in Watershed Worries�Fraser Rivershed Watershed Issues
(below) � or come up with your own. As a group, research your
issue(s), and then create an educational presentation. Try to
investigate the impacts created by early settlers, (both First Nations
and others) on the environment of watersheds, and specifically the
impacts of present-day society on the Fraser Rivershed. Think in
terms of sharing information with your classmates. Write a short
story outlining your findings.

FAST FACTS:
The Fraser Rivershed

� is the largest rivershed in B.C.,

and contains the longest river in

B.C.
� flows through approximately 21

million hectares of land

� is made up of 12 biogeoclimatic
zones

� is home to more than 2.5 million

people (66% of B.C.�s population)
and the world�s greatest salmon

population

� has received both Canadian and
B.C. Heritage River status

� supports farming, forestry, mining,

fishing, manufacturing, construc-
tion, tourism and service indus-

tries

� contains 48% of B.C.�s operable
forests

� contains 60% of B.C.�s metal mine

production
� contains 44% of B.C.�s farm land

� contains 67% of B.C.�s Sockeye

Salmon and 60% of B.C.�s Pink
Salmon

� contains 49% of B.C.�s fresh water

sport fish catch
� produces 80% of B.C.�s annual

economic production

� accounts for 66% of B.C.�s total
household income

� has a Sockeye fishery, which once

had revenues of $100 million
annually, and is now on the brink

of collapse

� is B.C.�s most endangered and
polluted river system

(Source: the Rivershed Society of
British Columbia, 2000)

WATERSHED WORRIES�
Fraser Rivershed Watershed Issues

� Agriculture and agricultural run-off
� Boat traffic
� Dyking
� Fishing and over-fishing
� Global warming
� Liquid waste disposal and sewage
� Logging and deforestation
� Multi-point source pollution
� Non-native vegetation
� Poor land and water management
� Pulp mill effluent discharge
� Recreation
� Residential, commercial and urban development
� Over-consumption of resources
� Wood processing and wood debris/wood waste
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PART II:

1. Now that you�ve done your homework, it�s
time to share what you�ve learned with your
classmates! As a group, pick one issue and
develop what you�ve learned into a short
skit. Try to make your skit have a historical

perspective � for example, you
could set it during the Gold

Rush era. Details in the skit
about natural resource
impacts could include habitat
loss due to human settlements

around rivers, degradation
of forests in the riparian
zone due to logging or

road-building, water
pollution resulting from human

activity in watersheds, or some other impact
that your group thinks of. As well, the skit
could depict the challenges to local customs
and culture that the rush brought, and
attempts made by local people to retain their customs and culture.

2. Act! Consider video recording your skit, or taking pictures to put up
on your school website or in your school annual.

Watershed worries in the Fraser Basin


